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Abstract
Natural gas and oil produced from shale accounts for a significant portion in the
global production. Due to the large surface area and high organic content in shale
formations, adsorption plays a major role in the storage of the hydrocarbons within
the rock and their phase equilibrium. This study provides a comparison of several
engineering models for gas adsorption in shale based on the recent literature data for
pure and binary gases. For pure components, Langmuir, the modified Toth-Langmuir,
and the Multicomponent Potential Theory of Adsorption using Dubinin-Radushkevich
potential (MPTA-DRA) were compared. The three models show similar deviations
lower than 10%. For binary gases, Multicomponent Langmuir (ML), Ideal Adsorbed
Solution Theory (IAST) and MPTA were evaluated, where MPTA shows the lowest
deviation with 17.9%. Additionally, we presented an analysis of the phase envelope
shift under the influence of the capillary pressure and the adsorption film. ML and
IAST were used to calculate the adsorption amount whereas MPTA was used to gen-
erate artificial adsorption data over large temperature range and for other homologous
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hydrocarbons to estimate the ML and IAST parameters. The adsorption film thickness
was considered in the calculation of the effective capillary radius and the corresponding
capillary pressure. The combined effects modify the saturation pressure in the whole
temperature range except at the critical point. The biggest impact was found on the
bubble point branch away from the critical point where the interfacial tension of the
system is more pronounced.
Introduction
Oil and gas production from shale has received a lot of attention in the last decade. To-
day, shale is one of the most attractive and abundant unconventional energy resource. For
instance, it is estimated that about 60% of total U.S. dry natural gas production in 2016
came from shale and tight reservoirs.1 This has resulted in a lot of research towards a better
understanding of the physical and chemical processes involved in shale production. One of
these processes is adsorption of hydrocarbons and CO2 inside shale. Natural gas inside shale
is stored in three different forms: as free gas inside the macro- and meso-pores; as adsorbed
gas inside organic and inorganic micro-pores; and as dissolved gas in oil and water.2 Owing
to the high percentage of micropores inside the shale matrix, the adsorbed hydrocarbons
become an important portion of the total oil and gas in place. Not only can the adsorbed
amount inside the reservoir be considerably high, but also can the adsorption process play
an important role in the phase equilibrium close to the saturation point as demonstrated
by Shapiro and Stenby3 and Dong et al.4 An accurate description of adsorption at the un-
derground conditions is therefore necessary for both estimation of the hydrocarbons-in-place
and simulation of the production process.
Shale is a heterogeneous mixture of organic and inorganic matter which results in a wide
variation of surface chemistry and pore shapes/sizes. In some shales the micro-pores re-
sponsible for adsorption are associated with mineral grains,5 however, for the great majority
of shales the small size micro-pores are located in organic patches, representing the main
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source of adsorbed gas. This suggests that the organic content in shale might determine
the adsorption capacity.2 The heterogeneity of shale as an adsorbent makes adsorption very
hard to study. In addition, its experimental measurements at high pressures (up to 250 bar)
and temperatures (up to 338 K) restricted by low uptakes have shown to be very challeng-
ing as presented in an inter-laboratory comparison by Gasparik et al.6 The inter-laboratory
comparison reported significant discrepancies in the measurements and reproducibility be-
tween different laboratories. Recently, Holmes et al.7 investigated the shale preparation
protocol and outgas procedures, revealing how outgas temperature can influence the pore
capacity estimate. Their study also reflects the complexity in characterizing shale including
its adsorption capacity. Several adsorption data inside shale for pure components such as
methane, ethane, and CO2 can be found in literature.
8–10 However, experimental data for
binary systems are very limited. In order to study multicomponent adsorption inside shale,
additional experimental data and reliable predictive adsorption models at high pressures and
temperatures are required.
Many adsorption theories can be applied to study high pressure adsorption. Perhaps
the simplest choice is the Langmuir model. When applying it to mixtures, we can use its
empirical extension, the Multicomponent Langmuir (ML) model, or couple it with the Ideal
Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST),11 which provides a general framework to calculate mix-
ture adsorption based on pure component adsorption isotherms. DFT methods are often
employed to study the phase behavior in porous media including adsorption. For instance,
Li et al.12 applied their engineering DFT method coupled with the Peng-Robinson EoS to
pure components and their mixtures in mesopores as low as 2 nm. Li et al. also reviewed
previous studies using DFT and found that the DFT study of mixture adsorption is limited.
There are however some simplified DFT theories which are extensively used in mixture ad-
sorption modeling. One such model is the Simplified-Local-Density (SLD) model proposed by
Rangarajan et al.13 It was initially proposed for pure component adsorption and extended
to mixtures by Fitzgerald et al.14,15 The model was historically applied to gas adsorption
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on coal14–16 and recently also applied to shale.17,18 Another model called Multicomponent
Potential Theory of Adsorption (MPTA)19 was proposed by Shapiro and Stenby based on
the potential concept of Polanyi.20 MPTA is proposed for application to mixture adsorption.
In a broad sense, it can be considered as a simplified DFT approach. The SLD approach and
the MPTA approach were developed rather independently despite their similarities. The ma-
jor difference between the two theories lies in the description of the fluid-fluid interactions:
SLD accounts for the influence of the wall on the fluid-fluid energy term whereas MPTA
describes the fluid-fluid interactions using the same EoS as for the bulk phase. As a result,
the EoS used in SLD has to be modified by introducing EoS parameters dependent on the
distance to the wall whereas that used in MPTA does not need to. It can be argued that
SLD’s consideration on the wall influence is a bit more sophisticated while MPTA is a bit
more straightforward to implement because the existing thermodynamic module can be used
directly.
Several validations and comparisons of adsorption models for different adsorbents can be
found in the literature.21–23 MPTA has been applied to model adsorption of gas and liquid
mixtures on absorbent like activated carbons and silica gels.22,24,25 Recently, Bartholdy et
al.26 compared MPTA with Langmuir and IAST on prediction of multicomponent gas ad-
sorption with emphasis on water and other polar gases and polar solids. In particular, for
adsorption on organic-rich shales and coal, Clarkson and Hagshenas27 compared the simple
Langmuir and Dubinin-Radushkevich (DR)28 equations and a 2D-EoS model29 for pure
component adsorption and provided a prediction for binary mixtures. They found that all
models are able to fit the data well, with the 2D-EoS model slightly superior to the Langmuir
and DR
The main objective of this study is to provide a comparison of different adsorption models
for high-pressure adsorption data of pure components and binary mixtures in shale reported
in recent literature. Three different models were tested for the fitting of pure component
isotherms: the Langmuir, Toth-Langmuir, and MPTA using the Dubinin-Radushkevich-
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Astakhov (DRA) potential. For binary mixtures, three methods were compared: ML, IAST
and MPTA-DRA. In addition to the model comparison, the influence of adsorption in phase
equilibria is discussed. The phase envelopes of three binary mixtures involving capillary
pressure and adsorption film are presented. The ML and IAST models were used to calculate
the adsorption film thickness at each point along the phase envelope using adsorption data
generated with MPTA. The effects of the adsorption film thickness on the phase behavior
are discussed.
Adsorption Models
In this section, we briefly describe the adsorption models used in the comparison. This
includes models for pure component fitting and multicomponent adsorption prediction.
Multicomponent Langmuir (ML)
The Langmuir model is a single layer adsorption model.30 It assumes that the adsorbent
has a limited number of active sites to adsorb molecules, and the site can be either empty
or occupied. The occupation of an active site by a molecule is associated to an equilibrium
constant dependent on the heat of adsorption. Eq. 1 shows the Langmuir model for a pure
component at high pressures:
nabs = nmax(T )
b(T )f
1 + b(T )f
(1)
where nabs is the absolute adsorbed amount, nmax(T ) is the maximum adsorption capacity,
b(T ) is the adsorption equilibrium constant, and f is the fugacity of the fluid in contact
with the adsorbed phase. The Langmuir model has been developed to calculate the ab-
solute adsorbed amount or the actual number of molecules attached to the surface of the
rock. From an experimental point of view, it is impossible to measure the absolute amount,
it can only be estimated using indirect measurements of the adsorbed volume. Only tools
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like molecular simulations can give the absolute adsorbed amount in well defined geome-
tries. The raw experimental measurements obtained by gravimetric or volumetric methods
reported in literature correspond exclusively to excess amounts.31 The excess adsorption
refers to the number of molecules in the nanopores in excess of the amount that would be
present in the pore volume at the equilibrium density of the bulk gas. Figure 1 depicts the
difference between excess adsorption and absolute adsorption (∆n). This term is negligible
at low pressures and therefore, the Langmuir model can be applied without any problems.
Nonetheless, the difference between the absolute and excess adsorption at high pressure is
too large to ignore. In such cases, the following modification to (Eq. 1) is needed:
nexc = nmax(T )
b(T )f
1 + b(T )f
− ρbVads (2)
where ρb is the molar density of the bulk phase and Vads is the volume occupied by the
adsorbed phase. The second term on the right-hand side is the correction for the amount
occupied by the bulk phase inside the adsorbed volume, it is also the link between absolute
and excess amounts.
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Figure 1: Common supercritical isotherm for C1 in shale at 323 K. Data generated with
MPTA
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In many cases, the adsorbed volume can be approximated by the micro-pore volume.
However, if no information is given regarding the pore structure, Vads should be treated as a
separate fitting parameter of the adsorbent. This implies that the fitting of pure components
belonging to the same rock sample should be done simultaneously.
The fitting of pure components is very crucial in adsorption thermodynamics. Calculation
of the thermodynamic properties of the adsorbed phase and the prediction of multicomponent
adsorption relies only on the pure component adsorption isotherms. The simplicity of the
Langmuir model makes its extension to the multicomponent case quite straightforward. The
Multicomponent Langmuir (ML) has the following form:
nabsi = n
max
i (T )
bi(T )fi
1 +
Nc∑
j=1
bj(T )fj
(3)
where Nc is the number of components in the mixture, and the subscript (i) refers to compo-
nent i in the mixture. Notice that the ML model is again exclusively for absolute adsorbed
amounts. Therefore, in order to express the excess amounts, the same correction as before
has to be applied
nexci = n
max
i (T )
bi(T )fi
1 +
Nc∑
j=1
bj(T )fj
− yiρbVads (4)
where yi is the molar fraction of the gas phase, and ρ
b the density of the gas mixture in contact
with the adsorbed phase. The presented model (ML), from the computational point of view,
is the simplest among the three multicomponent models tested here. Its implementation is
straightforward since no numerical procedures are required for evaluating the properties of
the adsorbed phase for the pure or for the multicomponent case.
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Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST)
IAST was introduced by Myers and Prausnitz11 and is based on the concept of an ideal
adsorbed solution using classical surface thermodynamics. It is a framework that only needs
the experimental adsorption data for the pure components in order to predict adsorption of
the mixture. The principal idea on which IAST is based is the definition of an ideal adsorbed
solution in a similar form to that used for liquid solutions. A concept of partial pressures for
the adsorbed components is used to calculate equilibrium between the adsorbed molecules
and the fluid. The thermodynamic equations describing the adsorbed phase are analogous
to those of real fluids and are based on three fundamental assumptions:
1. The adsorbent is thermodynamically stable, meaning that any isothermal change in
the system (fluid + adsorbed phase) will not affect the internal energy of the adsorbent.
2. The area of the adsorbent is invariant for changes in the temperature and pressure of
the system. Moreover, the area is the same for all the adsorbates.
3. The Gibbs dividing surface definition32 applies for the adsorbed phase. Thus, mea-
surements procedures based on the excess adsorbed amount apply without any modi-
fications for the calculation of the properties.
The two main differences of the thermodynamic equations for the adsorbed phase with
respect to those of real fluids, are the replacement of the pressure P for the spreading
pressure pi, and the replacement of the volume V for the surface area A. Therefore, same
as for real fluids, the change of internal energy U and Gibbs energy G as a function of the
extensive (S,A, n) and intensive variables (T, pi, µ) of the system.
dU = TdS − pidA+
∑
i
µidni (5)
dG = −SdT − Adpi +
∑
i
nidµi (6)
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Following a procedure similar to that in solution thermodynamics, we can arrive at the
equilibrium condition based on equal fugacities of the adsorbed phase and the bulk phase in
contact,

Pyiϕi = f
0
i (pii)xi
pii = pij i, j = 1, ..., Nc∑
i
yi =
∑
i
xi = 1
(7)
where for the bulk phase: P is the pressure, ϕi is the fugacity coefficient, z
b
i is the molar
composition; for the adsorbed phase: f 0i is the fugacity of the pure component i alone at a
spreading pressure pi, xai is the molar composition, and γi is the activity coefficient, which
for the IAST framework is equal to one (γ = 1). For a detailed derivation, the reader is
referred to.11
The fugacity dependence on the spreading pressure fi(pi) is crucial to the solution of the
system of equations in (Eq. 7). It is obtained by means of the Gibbs adsorption isotherm of
the pure components:
− Adpi + ndµ = 0 (8)
The integration of this equation and its following inversion gives us a relationship for the
spreading pressure.
pi(f 0) =
RT
A
∫ f0
0
n(t) d ln t → f 0 = f 0(pi) (9)
At low pressures, it is possible to substitute P 0 for f0, but formally the fugacity term is the
one defined. In the IAST framework, in order to obtain the thermodynamic properties of
the adsorbed phase, the surface excess amounts are used.24,33,34
At low pressures, where the absolute adsorbed amount coincides with the excess amount,
the adsorption data can be fitted with Langmuir isotherms and (Eq. 9) can be integrated
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analytically.
pi(f 0) =
RT
A
nmax ln(1 + bf0) (10)
This relationship can be inverted to get the fugacity as an explicit function of the spread-
ing pressure.
f 0(pi) =
1
b
exp
[
1
nmax
Api
RT
]
− 1
b
(11)
It is worth noticing that b and nmax are temperature dependent, therefore experimental
data at different temperatures are necessary when calculations for a variety of temperatures
are required. On the other hand, at high pressures, the normal Langmuir fitting is no longer
satisfactory and models such as (Eq. 2) should be used to get the spreading pressure in
(Eq. 9),
pi(f 0, T ) =
RT
A
∫ f0
0
[
nmax
bt
1 + bt
− ρb(t)Vads
]
d ln t (12)
Unfortunately, this equation cannot be integrated analytically due to its bulk density depen-
dent term ρb. Therefore, numerical methods are necessary. The standard procedure to solve
the system of equations on (Eq. 7) is to sum up the molar fractions in the adsorbed phase
and solve for the spreading pressure of the system:
F (pi) =
∑
i
Pϕiz
b
i
f 0i (pi)
− 1 = 0 (13)
The initial estimate of the spreading pressure can be obtained with (Eq. 12) by assuming pure
component adsorbed phase of the most abundant component in the bulk phase. Newton’s
method is then used to reach the solution.
pik+1 = pik − F (pi)
F ′(pi)
(14)
After solving for pi, the adsorbed phase molar compositions xi are readily obtained by substi-
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tuting the spreading pressure into (Eq. 7), and the excess adsorbed amount can be obtained
by applying ideal mixing properties
∑
i
xi
n0i (pi)
=
1
n
(15)
where n0i is the adsorbed amount of component i at spreading pressure pi in the absence of
the other components in the mixture.
To summarize the procedure: First, the pure component experimental data are regressed
to an adsorption model. Then, the integral in Eq. 9 is evaluated and inverted for each
component to yield the relation between the fugacity (f 0) and the spreading pressure (pi).
Finally the system of equations in Eq. 7 is solved with respect to the spreading pressure (pi),
which can be subsequently used to compute the excess amounts and molar fractions.
The IAST framework was applied using two different isotherm models fitted to the exper-
imental data for the binary adsorption comparison. One of them is the modified Langmuir
in (Eq. 2), and the other is the Toth equation, which is an empirical modification of the
Langmuir model to yield improved fitting results.
nexc = nmax(T )
b(T )f
[1 + (b(T )f)c]
1
c
− ρbVads (16)
where c is a correction exponent parameter. In principle, it is also possible to use the
raw experimental data and perform a discrete numerical integration. However, unless the
experimental data have low noise and are sufficiently smooth, it is recommended to use
analytical fittings of the pure component isotherms as input for the IAST framework.
Multicomponent Potential Adsorption Theory (MPTA)
The MPTA theory was developed by Shapiro and Stenby19 in 1998 for multicomponent mix-
tures on the basis of the potential concept originally suggested by Polanyi.20 The potential
theory describes the adsorbate as a distributed fluid inside an external potential field emitted
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by the adsorbent. The properties in the adsorbed phase not only differ from those in the
bulk but also depend on the position with respect to the wall. In comparison with ML and
IAST, MPTA is a very descriptive model, which can be used to compute other properties
besides the adsorbed amounts, such as density, pressure, and composition profiles inside the
adsorbed phase. It can also be used to predict the condensation of mixtures close to the wall
where the pressure increases notably and can form liquid layers on the wall.
MPTA considers that each component i, at any position z from the wall, is at chemical
equilibrium with the bulk phase. For a pure component at a constant temperature, the
equilibrium between the bulk phase and any point in the adsorbate is given by:
µ (P (z))− (z) = µ (Pb) (17)
where µ is the chemical potential, P (z) is the pressure at a distance z from the wall, (z)
is the potential contribution emitted by the wall, and the subscript (b) refers to the bulk
phase. For multicomponent mixtures, Eq. 17 can be extended to:
µi(x(z), P (z))− i(z) = µi(xb, Pb) (18)
where x is the vector of molar fractions (x1, ..., xNc). The solution of Eq. 18 depends on
the choice of the EoS to describe fluid properties and the choice of the wall potential func-
tion . In this work, the Peng-Robinson (PR) EoS was used.35 The PR EoS is easy to
implement and gives satisfactory results for the density of hydrocarbon mixtures, which is
an important property used to calculate the adsorbed amount. For the wall, the Dubinin-
Radushkevich-Astakhov (DRA) potential was chosen. The DRA potential is an empirical
potential introduced by Dubinin28 to describe the adsorption of gases on active carbon and
it has been successfully applied to different adsorbents and fluids (24–26). It was also ap-
plied at high pressures by Monsalvo22 obtaining low deviations. The DRA potential has the
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following form:
z() = z0 exp
[
−
(

0
)β
i
]
↔ (z) = 0
(
ln
z0
z
)1/βi
(19)
where z0 is common adsorption capacity for all components, 0,i is the characteristic energy
for the solid-fluid interaction, and βi the scaling exponent. All three parameters are fitted
from pure component experimental data and in principle, are temperature independent. It
is worth noting that in the context of DRA, z is treated as the volume of a given pore, and
(z) as the energy associated to that pore.
In order to solve Eq. 18, only the bulk pressure and composition need to be specified. This
is sufficient to determine the properties of the adsorbate at every position or pore volume z.
This allows us to compute the excess adsorbed amount by integrating the density along z as
follows:
Γi =
∫ z0
0
(ρi(z)xi(z)− ρbxb,i)dz, Γi = ni
A
(20)
where Γ is the surface excess and A the surface area of the adsorbent. Immediately, the
average composition of the adsorbed amount can be computed as follows:
xi =
Γi
Nc∑
i=1
Γi
(21)
The general strategy for solving Eq. 18 is to discretize z (i.e. z → z = {z1, ..., zk, ...,≈ 0.1A˚})
and solve the system point-wise. It is recommended to start far away from the wall (z1 ≈ z0),
where the adsorbate behaves similarly to the bulk phase. Moreover, the bulk phase properties
can be used as initial guess. When the first point is converged, i.e. P (z1) and x(z1) are
determined at position (z ≈ z0), a small step is taken towards the wall using the previous
point as the initial guess. This procedure is repeated until z reaches an established limit to
the wall. The Same procedure can be used to discretize (z) instead of z. This approach
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avoids coarse intervals in z, especially close to the wall, where good resolution is needed for
an accurate numerical integration of (Eq. 20).
Experimental data
Experimental measurements in shale are quite challenging to conduct due to low adsorption
capacities, as well as the range of temperature and pressure the experiments are performed
under. For instance, adsorption capacity in activated carbon (F400) can be approximately
100 times higher than in shale.6 As a result, the relative accuracy of shale measurements
becomes lower even without accounting for the challenging temperature and pressure condi-
tions where the measurements are of interest. Gasparik et al.6 pointed out these challenges
in an inter-laboratory comparison for methane, ethane, and carbon dioxide adsorption mea-
surements at high pressures and temperatures. Although similar standard procedures were
used by different laboratories on a shale sample from the same rock, a wide range of results
were obtained. Difficulties in the reproducibility of the measurements are observed especially
at high pressures, which are the ones of greatest interest for shale reservoir conditions. To
obtain more consistent adsorption data in shale at high pressures, standardized methods are
needed to have a quality data bank. Despite big efforts are being made to obtain experimen-
tal data at high pressures in shale, the data available in literature are still limited, especially
for binary systems. Nevertheless, a model comparison is useful to study their capabilities
and limitations in the fitting of the pure component isotherms, and the prediction of binary
systems.
The tested pure component data contain a total of 55 isotherms for methane, ethane and
CO2 and are summarized on Table 1. Even though adsorption data of longer hydrocar-
bons are of great interest in shale, experimental data at high pressures, to the best of our
knowledge, are not available in literature.
Experimental data for adsorption of mixtures in shale available in the literature is very
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Table 1: Experimental data for adsorption of pure components in shale.
Component P (bar) T (K) Isotherms Data points Source
C1 0-250 300-473 36 484
6 9 10 36–38
C2 0-200 308-368 10 180
6 37*
CO2 0-250 308-358 9 186
6 38
* Molecular simulation
limited. Only limited data for binary mixtures can be found. Therefore, we also include
the molecular simulation data from37 as “experimental” data. In the present work, three
systems were tested and are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Experimental data for adsorption of binary mixtures in shale.
System Pressure (bar) Temperature (K) Data points Source
C1-C2 0-125 313-333 81
36
C1-C2 0-200 308-368 30
37*
C1-CO2 0-100 308-358 167
38
* Molecular simulation
In summary, the data considered are in the range of (0-200 bar) and (308-368 K). Such
conditions are relevant for the study of the adsorption process at reservoir conditions. It is
worthwhile to mention that not all the pure component data are useful for the predictive
calculation for the binary systems. The obtained parameters are shale-specific, meaning that
the parameters used for a binary system in certain shale must be regressed from the pure
components adsorption isotherms in the same shale.
Comparison of Adsorption Models
This section summarizes the capability of the three adsorption isotherm models (Langmuir,
Toth-Langmuir, and MPTA-DRA) to match the pure component experimental data. More-
over, the predictability of the three multicomponent adsorption models (ML, IAST, and
MPTA) to represent the multicomponent experimental data are compared and discussed.
For the pure component experimental data, Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4 show fitting
examples of the C1, C2 and CO2 isotherms, respectively. For the case of C1, Figure 2 shows
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that the MPTA+DRA matches the data slightly better than the other two models. Figure
3 shows that for the C2 case, both MPTA+DRA and Toth match the data quite accurately.
Finally, for the CO2 data, Figure 4 shows that Langmuir and Toth match the data better.
It is worth mentioning that for components measured in the same shale sample the fitting
must be done simultaneously since some parameters, such as the adsorbed volume (Vads and
z0), belong to the adsorbent. This might introduce difficulties for pairs of components such
as C1 and CO2, since the adsorption of CO2 can be considerably greater than C1 as shown
in the three figures.
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Figure 2: Methane adsorption data fitting example for the three models. Experimental data
taken from,6 sample ”Namurian: Lab 5” T =338 K
The presented figures are just examples, and obviously, each set of adsorption data will
have different results. All the fitting parameters for the considered models are presented
as tables in the supporting information. The summarized results for the three models are
presented in Table 3, where the Absolute Average Deviation (AAD) is defined as follows:
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Figure 3: Ethane adsorption data fitting example for the three models. Experimental data
taken from.36 T =313 K
AAD % =
∣∣∣∣n− nexpnexp
∣∣∣∣× 100% (22)
Table 3: Comparison of the three models for pure component adsorption.
Parameter type Total AAD
Model component rock regressed parameters %
Langmuir 2T 1 119 7.78
Toth-Langmuir 3T 1 174 5.70
MPTA + DRA 1 2 65 9.12
T Temperature dependent parameter
The lowest deviation is given by the Toth-Langmuir model (Eq. 16). Nevertheless, the
difference between the three models is small and the evaluation of the models should take
into account other aspects of modeling. MPTA-DRA shows the advantage that the regressed
parameters are temperature independent. This considerably reduces the number of param-
eters when working with different components at different temperatures. Table 3 shows the
type of parameters for each model and the total number of parameters fitted for the compar-
17
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Figure 4: CO2 adsorption data fitting example for the three models. Experimental data
taken from,6 sample ”Namurian: Lab 5” T = 338 K
ison. In summary, MPTA+DRA has (Nc+2) parameters for each set of isotherms performed
in the same sample. The parameters are fewer than those with Langmuir (2Nc · NT+1) or
those with Toth-Langmuir (3Nc ·NT + 1), with Nc being the number of components and NT
the number of measured temperatures.
In principle, the temperature dependent parameters from Langmuir or Toth can be fitted
either to empirical correlations or temperature dependent thermodynamic relationships. For
instance, the b equilibrium parameter is connected to the enthalpy of adsorption39 by the
following relationship:
b =
1
P o
exp
(
Es
R
)
exp
(
− Eh
RT
)
(23)
whereEh is the enthalpy of adsorption and the temperature independent factor
{
1
P o
exp
(
Es
R
)}
is called the entropic factor. In both cases, for empirical correlations or thermodynamic re-
lationships, we still need to consider additional correlation parameters for the temperature
dependence that will introduce an additional error.
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For the mixtures, the AAD in the adsorbed amounts is presented in Table 4. As men-
tioned in the methodology section, for the IAST framework, the Langmuir and the Toth
models were tested for the description of the pure component isotherms. This will allow
us to examine if the selection on how to model the isotherms has a big impact on the final
results. It is shown that MPTA-DRA has the lowest deviation among the different models,
followed by ML and IAST+Langmuir. IAST-Toth gives the highest deviation in spite of the
good fitting capabilities for pure component isotherm.
Table 4: Comparison of three models tested for the prediction of the binary adsorption data
summarized in Table 2
Model AAD % AAD* %
MPTA + DRA 17.9 19.6
IAST + Langmuir 27.0 30.3
IAST + Toth 31.7 35.9
M-Langmuir 26.1 29.1
* Without molecular simulation data from Collell et al.37
Figure 6a and Figure 6b show the comparison of the models for a C1-C2 system. The
comparison was made for the adsorbed amounts and also for the selectivity. The selectivity
refers to the preference of the adsorbent towards a component with respect to other. It is
defined as:
Si,j =
xi/yi
xj/yj
(24)
where xi is the molar fraction in the adsorbed phase and yi is the molar fraction in the gas
phase. In Figure 6a, the adsorbed amounts are equally well represented by all the methods,
with a minor deviation for ML at high pressures. One of the reasons for the good prediction
of all the models is the ability to fit the underlying pure component isotherms. Figure 5a and
Figure 5b show the fitting of the pure component isotherms that were used for the binary
prediction. Moreover, differences between the C1 and C2 isotherms, in terms of shape and
magnitude of adsorption, are minor. Therefore, one could expect that the behavior of a
binary mixture will not be too far from that of the pure components. On the other hand,
prediction of the selectivity is not represented as satisfactorily as the adsorbed amounts.
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IAST gives better results for the selectivity towards C2 in the whole pressure range as shown
in Figure 6b, while ML shows low deviation at high pressures, and MPTA at low pressures.
The predictions in selectivity obtained with MPTA depend on the choice of EoS and wall
potential. Adsorption at low pressures is dominated by solid-fluid interactions, where the
fluid-fluid interactions are not as important.40 An over-prediction of the selectivity at low
pressures, may indicate that the potential energy parameter 0 for the C2 is slightly overes-
timated.
In comparison with the magnitude of adsorption amounts presented in Figure 2 and
Figure 3, the ones presented in Figure 6a are notably higher. This is due to the fact that
the molecular simulation data used from Collell et al.37 is for adsorption in pure kerogen,
which is considered the organic matter responsible for the adsorption in shale. Nevertheless,
the shape of the adsorption isotherms of shale and pure kerogen are very similar and can
be fitted quite accurately in both cases. Similar results are obtained were obtained for the
C1-C2 binary mixtures in Wang et al.
36 Although figures of the results are not shown here,
the prediction of the C1-C2 binary mixtures at different temperatures and concentrations in
Wang et al.36 show to be very accurate for the three models. The AAD for all the systems
are presented in the supporting information.
Adsorption prediction for binary mixtures containing CO2 does not give results as sat-
isfactory as for the C1-C2 binary system. Figure 8a and Figure 8b are examples for the
predictions of a C1-CO2 mixture. Despite the deviated fittings of the C1 pure compo-
nent isotherms, MPTA gives the best prediction among the tested models for the absolute
adsorbed amount and also for the individual CO2 adsorbed amount, which suggests that,
in order to obtain better predictions in the total adsorbed amount, it is more important
to accurately describe the CO2 pure component adsorption isotherm than the C1 isotherm,
which has considerable lower adsorption capacity (see Figure 7). It is worth mentioning
that this big difference in adsorption capacities between the CO2 and C1 within the same
shale sample may be partly attributed to the clay content, and micropore volume (< 2.0 nm)
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of the rock. Adsorption of CO2 has been correlated by Lou and coworkers
38 with the total
clay content for their shale samples used in this work. Furthermore, adsorption of CO2 is
enhanced in the micropores due to high energy sites caused by the overlapping of wall po-
tentials that can further stabilized the CO2 molecules.
41 The clay/kerogen content and the
micro-, meso- and macroporous volume of the different shale samples can be found in the
supporting information.
In comparison with the C1-C2 system, all the methods give higher deviations for the
C1-CO2 and none of them are accurate enough. As mentioned previously, the adsorption
capacity of C1 with respect CO2 on the same shale rock is considerable lower. The mag-
nitude of the adsorption capacities is in agreement with those reported in simulation data
by Psarras and coworkers41 (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information). The large differ-
ences in C1 and CO2 adsorption capacities introduces difficulties in the simultaneous pure
component fitting of C1 and CO2 as presented in Figure 7a and Figure 7b. In contrast to
the C1-C2 predictions, mixtures containing CO2 are considerably more difficult. This might
be attributed to different reasons. One reason might be that hydrocarbon components are
similar to each other, hence the interaction with the shale or kerogen molecules is also
similar. Furthermore, its pure adsorption isotherms can be fitted accurately with all the
described models, increasing the confidence of a good binary prediction. Another reason is
the pressure range of the experiments. For instance, CO2 shows a distinctive behavior after
the critical pressures, yielding difficult isotherms for fitting. Therefore, different models must
be evaluated in the future for the fitting of pure CO2 data.
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Figure 5: Fitting of pure component data used to predict the binary system in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: C1-C2 mixture with a molar composition of 70%-30%. Molecular simulation data
taken from Collell et al.37 T =338 K
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Figure 8: C1-CO2 mixture with a molar composition of 80%-20%. Experimental data taken
from Luo et al. (#1 Shale38). T =308K
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Influence of Adsorption Film on Phase Behavior
For a system under a capillary pressure difference, the phase equilibrium changes everywhere
except at the critical point.42 If we consider an adsorbed phase in the system, its film
thickness will reduce the effective capillary radius increasing the pressure difference between
the phases as shown by Dong et al.4 In order to evaluate the effect of the adsorption film on
the phase envelope the following system of equations is solved:

lnKi + lnF
g
i (T, Pg,y)− lnF li (T, Pl,x) = 0; i = 1, ..., Nc
Nc∑
i=1
(yi − xi) = 0
Pl − Pg + 2σ cos θ
rc
= 0
(25)
coupled with:
rc = r − ta (26)
where Ki is the equilibrium constant for component i, T is the temperature, Fi is the product
between the fugacity coefficient ϕi and its pressure, Pl is the pressure in the liquid phase,
Pg is the pressure in the gas phase, σ is the interfacial tension, r is the total radius of the
capillary, rc is the effective capillary radius, and ta is the thickness of the adsorption film.
The system in (Eq. 25) can be solved for each point of the phase envelope at a given rc by
the method presented by Sandoval et al,42 which is presented in the supporting information
for the reader’s convenience . After (Eq. 25) is converged for each rc, the thickness ta is then
updated in an outer loop. The solution is finally reached by means of successive substitution.
The average thickness of the adsorption film is calculated using the following relationship:
ta =
nabs
ρadsA
(27)
where nabs is the absolute adsorbed amount, ρads the density in the adsorbed phase, and A is
the surface area of the adsorbent. At the saturation point, the density of the adsorbed phase
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is close to the density of the liquid phase ρl (so-called Gurvich rule
43). The adsorbed amount
n is calculated by using the ML and the IAST-Langmuir model. The ML and IAST-Langmuir
are easy to implement and the computational cost is low, but has the drawback that the
equilibrium parameters bi and n
max
i must be known in advance at different temperatures. As
already noted, the experimental adsorption data in shale are very limited, making it difficult
to apply to the whole range of temperature of the phase envelope. On the other hand, MPTA
is computationally expensive, but its model parameters are temperature independent. In
principle it can be applied to the whole range of temperature of the phase envelope as a
predictive tool.
A solution is proposed here to get both the computational benefit of ML and IAST, and
the flexibility of MPTA. MPTA is employed to generate artificial adsorption isotherms at
different temperatures. Moreover, it is also used to estimate the adsorption behavior for
heavier hydrocarbons where no literature data are available. The detailed procedure for
the generation of the ML parameters using MPTA is provided in the supporting informa-
tion. With adsorption data at different temperatures it is possible to get the temperature
dependent Langmuir isotherm parameters for each component.
Three equimolar mixtures of C1-C2, C1-C4 and C1-C10 inside a capillary tube with a
radius of r = 5 nm are tested and the results are shown in Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure
11. It can be seen that the adsorption film slightly enhances the effect of the capillary
pressure in the phase envelope, especially in the bubble point branch away from the critical
point. The calculated adsorption thickness for the three systems along the phase envelope
ranges between 0.3 nm and 1.2 nm, corresponding to approximately one to three times the
effective diameter of methane. The adsorption film is more relevant in the bubble point
region away from the critical point where the surface tension increases and even a small
difference in the effective capillary radius can be of importance. Close to the critical point,
the effect of the adsorption film is very small. Near the critical point, the interfacial tension is
close to zero corresponding to a very small capillary pressure difference. Therefore, changes
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in the saturation pressure/temperature will be negligible. Moreover, it is important to notice
that a small radius of rc = 5 nm is intentionally selected to test the effect of the adsorption
film in an extreme case. For bigger radii, the effect would be even smaller, thus, negligible.
There are many recent theoretical analyses on the phase equilibrium shifts in shale.4,12,18,42,44–48
These analyses employ various tools to investigate different aspects of the phase equilibrium
shift, such as the phase equilibrium shift under capillary pressure effects by use of an EoS
model coupled with the Young-Laplace equation,42,44,48 phase behavior and adsorption of
pure substances and mixtures in nanopores by DFT,12 phase behavior of methane, ethane
and their binary mixture in a graphite slab by Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) sim-
ulations,45 and phase envelope generation using shifted critical parameters.4,18,46,47 Our
analysis on the influence of the adsorption film on the calculated phase envelope is similar
to that made by Dong et al.,4 and both analyses show that the effect of the adsorption film
thickness on the phase envelope shift is modest. However, there is one significant difference
between the two phase envelope analyses. Dong et al. did not include capillary pressure but
assumed that the critical parameters in the EoS model should be changed due to confinement.
Our calculation did not take make assumption but included the capillary pressure effects.
Due to the shifted model parameters, Dong et al. have obtained significantly shrunk phase
envelope compared to ours. There are actually many theoretical studies supporting the shift
of critical temperatures and pressures to lower values under nano-confinement.45,49–52 But
no consensus exists regarding how this should be implemented in a macroscopic thermody-
namic model. Obviously, use of shifted parameters in an EoS model is the most convenient
way to generate a shifted phase envelope. The theoretical ground for such a treatment is
however insufficient. The shifted critical parameters are better considered as a consequence
of the wall-fluid interactions rather than a cause. In the DFT study of Li et al.,12 where
shifted critical points for pure components were also obtained, the authors actually com-
mented that the shifted critical properties could not be used in an EoS for the bulk phase
with the expectation of correct P-T and T-ρ results in nanopores.
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Among the aforementioned analyses of the phase behavior in porous media, there are
studies42,44,48 not incorporating the shift in critical points as well as those incorporating the
shift.18,46,47 The choices may somehow reflect the researchers’ perspectives on how to use
the developed models in later simulation studies. One implication of using shifted critical
parameters is that the EoS using these new parameters is largely sufficient to capture the
confinement effect and thus the subsequent simulation study can simply employ the new EoS
description. However, the reality may be more complex: Since the flow in the larger pores
and fractures of a shale reservoir has to be modeled by the EoS with the original critical
parameters, we will have to keep at least two sets of EoS descriptions for essentially two
equilibrium regions: one in the bulk phases and another in the nano-pores. Such a phase
equilibrium modeling framework is so far unavailable in compositional reservoir simulation
to the best of our knowledge. If the dependency of critical parameters on the pore size is
considered, the situation will become even more complicated. For those studies not using
shifted critical parameters, it is hypothesized that the porous media effects can be largely
captured by explicitly accounting for capillary pressure and adsorption in the shale reser-
voirs. But it should be acknowledged that the shift of critical points in very small pores is
missed in these models. More sophisticated theories like DFT and GCMC are more adequate
to account for this effect. In order to apply these time consuming tools for analyzing or even
simulating macroscopic processes, further simplification is needed.
Finally, it should be mentioned we have considered the validity of the capillary pressure
expression and the influence of critical point shift in our selection of pore radius. Fischer
and Israelachvili53,54 verified the validity of the Kelvin equation experimentally using cy-
clohexane down to an effective radius of 4 nm. Moreover, the Kelvin equation still remains
as a useful theory to characterize mesoporous materials with pore sizes above 10 nm .55 In
our analysis we have chosen 5 nm as the smallest radius, which should be safe for methane,
ethane, and n-butane, and maybe on the threshold for n-decane. At the smallest pore radius
(10 nm in pore diameter), the shifts in critical points for methane and ethane are noticeable
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but relatively modest.45,56
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Figure 9: Phase envelope and adsorption thickness for a C1-C2 equimolar mixture.
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Figure 10: Phase envelope and adsorption thickness for a C1-C4 equimolar mixture.
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Figure 11: Phase envelope and adsorption thickness for a C1-C10 equimolar mixture.
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Conclusions
A model comparison for adsorption of pure components and multicomponent mixtures in
shale was presented. Although there are limited experimental data in the literature, the
comparison still sheds light on how the tested models perform for shale. Their performance
should also be evaluated with the consideration of the number of parameters used, their
temperature dependence and the computational cost of these models. It was found that for
pure components the Langmuir, Toth, and MPTA-DRA models show comparable results
with AADs lower than 10%. In spite of the computational effort required to fit the pure
component adsorption isotherms, MPTA+DRA has much fewer fitting parameters than the
Langmuir and Toth models because the parameters in the latter two models are temperature
dependent. This makes them less predictive when applying to a wide temperature range
where experimental data are not available. This advantage makes MPTA+DRA a more
attractive method for describing multiple adsorption isotherms at different temperatures
with a total of Nc+2 parameters.
For binary systems, MPTA+DRA shows the best prediction for the adsorbed amount
with an AAD of 17.9% followed by ML and IAST+Langmuir with 26.1% and 27.0%, respec-
tively. However, IAST+Langmuir shows a slightly better prediction for the composition in
the adsorbed phase. The binary system C1-CO2 shows to be considerably more challenging
than the C1-C2 system where all the models were able to describe adsorbed amounts and
sensitivities quite satisfactorily. One of the reasons may be that the CO2 data at supercritical
conditions are difficult to fit with the proposed models. Moreover, the simultaneous fitting
of CO2 with a component with considerably lower adsorption capacity such as C1 makes
the fitting process even more challenging. Additional modifications in the models, such as
component independent adsorption capacities should be considered in future work to im-
prove the results for systems that have noticeable qualitative and quantitative differences
in their pure component isotherms. In summary, for the binary mixtures, MPTA+DRA is
also preferred due to its better prediction capabilities. However the ML and IAST model,
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in spite of their mathematical simplicity, gives reasonable results and should be considered
into account when a simple and fast simulation is required.
In addition, the influence of the adsorption film thickness on the phase behavior was
evaluated. We attempted to take advantage of the weak temperature dependency of the
MPTA-DRA model parameters and the computational efficiency of ML and IAST in the
estimation of the adsorption film thickness along the phase envelope. The adsorption thick-
ness modifies the effective capillary radius inside a porous material enhancing the capillary
pressure between the liquid and gas phases. The increase of the capillary pressure becomes
relevant in the bubble point branch far away from the critical point where the interfacial
tension is higher. The average adsorption film thickness along the phase envelope ranges
between 0.3nm and 1.2 nm, corresponding to 1-3 layers of methane molecules. The values of
the adsorption thickness obtained from ML and IAST do not differ substantially since their
predicted total adsorbed amounts are very close to each other.
Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publication website.
• Additional Details for Adsorption Calculations
• Artificial Adsorption Data from MPTA
• Phase Envelope Calculations with Capillary Pressure
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